PROJECT HIGHLIGHT

A Grand Victory for Synectics

“It has been a long, enjoyable courtship and we intend to
fulfill our original promise to create one of most advanced
surveillance rooms in the country for our client.”
John Katnic
Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of Synectics North America

November 2006
Synectic Systems, Inc. (Synectics),
global manufacturer of digital recording
systems, industrial cameras, analogue
switchers, and award-winning command
and control Synergy™ software has been
selected by Hyatt’s Grand Victoria Casino
and Resorts to provide an integrated
digital recording surveillance solution
for their property in Rising Sun, Indiana.
Grand Vic’s resort amenities include
a historic river boat casino with
40,000 square feet of gaming space,
1,500 machines, over 50 table and poker
games and southern Indiana’s only
true Scottish links-style golf course.

After nearly four years of evaluating
systems, Grand Victoria chose Synectics
for its high quality video, superior user
interface, and ability to integrate with
their existing cameras, POS system, etc.
The enterprise-class Synectics solution
at Rising Sun will record and monitor
over 700 cameras, while simultaneously
integrating to and controlling a Pelco
matrix switch. Powered by Synergy™,
Synectics’ flexible command and control
user interface, the system will provide
Grand Victoria Casino surveillance
operators instantaneous access to live
and recorded H.264 digital video
with multiple layers of system fail

over for around-the-clock reliability
and comprehensive, scalable, and
centralized security management.
“Winning this project has special
significance for our organization since
Grand Vic Rising Sun was the first casino
we demonstrated to nearly five years
ago. It has been a long, enjoyable
courtship and we intend to fulfill our
original promise to create one of most
advanced surveillance rooms in the
country for our client,” says John Katnic,
Vice President and Chief Operating
Officer of Synectics North America.

Synectics designs integrated end-to-end surveillance control systems for the world’s most
demanding security environments. We excel at complex projects that require innovative
tailored solutions with high reliability and flexibility, specifically for casinos, oil and gas, marine,
public space, banking, transport and critical infrastructure applications.
With over 25 years of high security systems experience, field proven products, and expert
support personnel in the UK, US, Europe, UAE and Singapore, Synectics offers its clients
turnkey networked solutions for comprehensive protection and peace of mind.
Synectics is part of Synectics plc, a global leader in advanced surveillance, security and
integration technologies and services.
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